
Duckies Canary Network
Duckies is built with the same team, code, and tools as Yellow 
Network, integrates all of the functionality of Yellow Network, 
and acts as a sandbox for Yellow to experiment with 
innovations and new functions.

Canary Network
Executive Summary
Duckies is Yellow’s canary network that tests the innovations 
of Yellow Network in a real-world environment, but with 
smaller transaction value.



$DUCKIES are the utility token of canary network and can be 
obtained by completing quests, inviting friends to grow the 
community, and playing an exciting Trading Card Game 
(TCG) to get a super-powered, mythic Duckling that unlocks 
exclusive benefits for holders, ultimately yielding $YELLOW 
tokens.  

Explore Duckies community calls, Ambassador Program, and 
start minting and combining Ducklings.

Duckonomics
The duckonomics models is to issue $DUCKIES for user acquisition and collect back 
those $DUCKIES in the TreasureVault while creating more and more valuable NFT 
collections.
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Tokens that are used for minting/melding card decks are returned to the project pool 
and are used for payouts and rewards.

Quests for DUCKIES
Quests are the bread and butter for getting more $DUCKIES 
to be used to mint your very own Ducklings NFT collection. If 
you invite your friends, you can also claim bonuses for all 
quests they complete.

Melding Ducklings

The higher the rarity class, the more 

valuable your Duckling is and the more 

benefits it will bring to you.    

Get your tin foil hats on and start the crazy 
science of mixing the Ducklings’ DNA 

to produce a new one of a higher rarity. 
Select 5 cards of the same family 


or the same color to initiate the meld.

But be careful! If something goes wrong, you 
might get a zombeak-mutant.
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Read Yellow Network Paper Quests
1 Verify your account 7

2 Mint your first NFT 3
3 Invite 5 friends 5
4 Follow us on Twitter 3
5 List your NFT on OpenSea 7

Every minting action will get you a chosen number of randomly 
assorted cards, from 1 to 100. You can also get booster packs as 
a reward for winning social calls or performing quests.

Booster Packs

Minting Ducklings
Use $DUCKIES to get a totally unique (completely random!) 
booster pack of Ducklings, unique NFTs. Every Duckling has 
its own set of unique traits, eyes, wings, beaks, hairstyles, 
clothes that defines how rare it is and what qualities it has.

There are four basic levels of Ducklings rarity:
Rarity

 Mythic, provides future $YELLOW incentive
 Zombeaks, your Duckling can mutate into a Zombie Duck

There are two additional types that can be acquired ONLY 
through melding:

Level 1

Common

Level 2

Rare

Level 3

Epic

Level 4

Legendary

L e g e n d a r yDuckleberry Fin

C o m m o n
Quack Sparrow

R a r e

James Pond
E p i c

Moby Duck

https://github.com/layer-3/clearsync/blob/master/docs/whitepaper.md

